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In the first American "Gilded Age," Andrew Carnegie in *The Gospel of Wealth* argued that massive inequality was the price of progress but the rich could use their wealth to "aid those who desire to rise" by investing in institutions like universities and libraries chosen in accord with the donors' "superior wisdom, experience and ability to administer." University Circle is in large measure a fruit of the wave of philanthropy that he did not start but epitomized, and that continued through the twentieth century. But Carnegie generated his wealth in part by destroying competitors and driving down wages, most notoriously in the bloody Homestead lockout.

And now, if history does not repeat itself, it surely offers striking similarities. Since 1980 more and more of the national wealth has gone to "the one percent," with a new set of names – Walton and Buffett, Bezos and Gates. With this wealth has come highly-publicized philanthropy – and criticism that would look familiar to Andrew Carnegie. New fortunes, like the old, may be built on captive customers, destroyed competitors and poorly paid workers, and the "public-spirited" uses of the money are chosen by the owners.

Old issues of power, purpose and control are made even more familiar as government's ability to lift up less fortunate citizens is weakened by conservative politics.

What is new, what is old, what is to be done? Join us as Professor Hammack, one of the nation's leading historians of the nonprofit sector, shares his questions and perspectives.
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